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Choices, Consequences, and Character
John Bravo 828
John Hagan 1014

On June 7, 2011, Brian Wyman and
his family lost their son Kurt when he
was called to a domestic disturbance
gone wrong. Kurt was a Deputy Sheriff
in Knoxboro, NY who had served 4 years
as a U.S. Marine in Afghanistan.
He made a decision to serve his
country after the September 11 terrorist
attack on the World Trade Center. Kurt
is survived by his wife, son, and daughter and was regarded as a loving father
and husband and an honorable former
Marine. Kurt’s father visited Boys’ state
to share the heroic legacy of his son and
inform candidates about three words he
views as imperative to success: Choices,
Consequences, and Character.
Wyman was quick to mention his
own son’s flaws and how the consequences of his choices impacted his
character. Speaking about his son’s previous negative choices, like the time he
chose to berate a fellow team member,
then lied about apologizing to his teammate. When he was caught in the lie,
Kurt’s mother and father decided that he
must face the consequences of lying to
his mother and they decided to not allow
him to play in an extremely important

high school soccer game despite being
one of the best players on the team.
Kurt’s parents wanted to teach him
that his consequences will not only affect
himself, but others as well. Understanding the consequences of ones’ actions is
something that Brian believes all must
understand and remember before they
act on an impulse. On a more somber
note, Brian also related the choices that
his son’s killer made the night of June
7, to his three words: Choices, Conse-

quences, and Character. The killer will
spend the remainder of his life in prison,
while his family has to live with the void
left from the killer’s poor choice. Brian’s
final point was the concept of legacies
and how people will remember you. He
was quick to articulate his son’s honorable legacy left behind, including four
years of service in the U.S. Marine Corps,
as well as his time as a Deputy Sheriff,
and how his son’s legacy is permanent.

Brian Wyman speaks to Boys' State citizens on Monday.

Boys' State Menu

Tuesday, June 26 LUNCH: Chicken Tenders, Tater Tot Casserole, Green
Beans, Tossed Salad, Choc. Chip Cookies, (Veg.) Meatless Nuggets.
DINNER: Beef Lasagna, California Blend, Tossed Salad, Dinner Rolls,
Oreo Cake, (Veg.) Vegetable Lasagna.
Wednesday, June 27 BREAKFAST: Scrambled Eggs, Sausage Gravy
& Biscuits, Bacon, Potato Triangles, Fresh Fruit, Cold Cereal, Strudel
Sticks

Boys’ State Weather
Tuesday, June 26
Sunny
High 76°F/Low 58°F
49% Humidity
7 MPH Winds
0% Chance of Rain

Democratic State for All?

Dominic Altamura 0229
The million dollar question during
my party’s rally today was if Boys’ State
and Girls’ State should mix after a long
standing tradition of being separate. My
party believes the concept would put

Boys’ State into a state of disarray. They
believed mixing the programs would
complicate things and distract them.
While I personally wouldn’t be distracted
by the girls, as the only lady I have time
for right now is Lady Liberty, I agree
with the idea of keeping them separate,
at least for now. The problem is similar
to that of the one with letting girls into
Boy Scouts.
Contrary to what some believe,
Boys’ and Girls’ State are completely different from each other. Girls’ State is not
the same, with days filled with lectures
and dressing up for special events. Boys’
State is simply more engaging than Girls
State. For this merger to happen successfully, it would need to be very gradual.
Whenever there is a sort of change
within an organization, there is going to
undoubtedly be a lot of pushback. To
get people behind the idea there would

need to be slight changes.
To get the ball rolling, perhaps the
two organizations could come together
for one day similarly to how they have before. The idea of merging the programs
is in the right place, but it just wouldn’t
work at the time.
With some dedication and thoughtfulness, however, a merger like this could
turn all Boys’ State into possibly an even
more memorable experience.

The Values of Boys' State

Connor Sheehy 0386
Boys’ State is an excellent, engaging
experience for politics or public speaking. However, at its root, Boys’ State
transcends this experience and attains
a much greater value. Firstly, leadership
is a key but rare trait that Boys’ State
citizens develop.
Success here is in the hands of the
citizens, not the counselors, which allows
them to hone these leadership skills, such
as running for office or joining other
activities. Secondly, Boys’ State helps us

get a partial experience of college and
career life by teaching us independence,
but with conformity, helping to prepare
us for the new environment that we’ll
have to become acclimated to in only a
little over a year.
Furthermore, Boys’ State teaches us
collaboration and teamwork; even after
being put in an environment where, “in
most cases”, we know nobody. Success
is dependent on us working together as
a team.
Our time with the Marines has further helped us to achieve this. Finally, and
most importantly, Boys’ State teaches
us discipline. This virtue is becoming
increasingly less common but is essential
to a person of good character.
Through our drill training with the
Marines, adhering to strict rules and
standards, and required organizational
needs, they are able to help us to become
more disciplined.
Boys’ State is not just the experience

of politics. It is the experience that will
prepare us for our future and will help
us to succeed in them.

Brendan O'Connor 0649

Arthur Moore 0427

Boys' State Sports Update
John Poplawski 0682

With so many softball games to
cover there were a lot of great “dingers”
from many people, but one performer
that certainly surpassed all was Nick
Natale, a center fielder from the city of
Brown. To start the game, Natale got to a
quick start at the plate with a solo homer
that went onto the other field. To amplify
his impact on the field, Natale made an
incredible play in the outfield robbing his
opponent of an extra base hit. Teammate
Raj Shah called Natale an “animal” after
his amazing defensive play.

One of the top performers from
Monday was Carlos Lopez from the city
of Casey in the County of Wong. On
Monday Lopez helped carry his team to
victory with a hat trick in a 5-3 victory
against County rival Clark. In one of the
other games Monday Jose Latorre from
the city of Baker made a great effort to
try and bring his team to victory. Starting the game strong Latorre attained a
hat trick seven minutes into the game.
But just like Lebron James his team was
too heavy for him. Unfortunately such
remarkable play could not be sustained
as the city of Baker choked late in the
game after missing a last-minute penalty
kick that would have tied the game and
ultimately lost to the city of Ward.

FIFA

John Poplawski 0682
As pool play wraps up in the world
cup soccer powerhouse Uruguay easily
dominated Russia, the host country of
the cup. Uruguay won by a score of 3-0.
Goals were scored by Luis Suarez (10’),
Denis Cheryshev (23’ Own Goal), and
Edinson Cavani (90’). Another pool play
winner was Saudi Arabia winning 2-1
over Egypt. The other games of the day
between Spain vs Morocco and Portugal
vs Iran both resulted in (2-2) and (1-1)
ties respectively.

Left: Jose Latorre 0246 from the
city of Baker after their match on
Monday.
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Softball Winners
Minei
Brown
Van Patten
Peters
Cortright
Casey
Neville
Bertrand
McLaughlin

Soccer Winners
Bowen
Love
Ward
Triola
Coleman
Mitras
Casey
Sampson

